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IVE Platform Version 7.0R9 Build # 20241 

 
 

This is an incremental release notes describing the changes made from 7.0R1 release to 7.0R9. The 7.0R1 GA 
release notes still apply except for the changes mentioned in this document. Please refer to 7.0R1 GA release notes 
for the complete version. 
 

Noteworthy Changes: 

1. Ace authentication library 

Starting with release 7.0R8, the RSA ACE authentication library that is responsible for communication with backend 
RSA ACE authentication servers has been upgraded. This upgrade will not result in any change in the behavior of 
existing or new ACE authentication server instances defined on the SSL VPN platform. However the newly 
upgraded library is not compatible with 5.x versions of RSA Authentication Manager Servers. 

 

2. Client-side Certificate Authentication 

Starting in 7.0 R5, for X.509 Root and Intermediate CA Certificates the 'BasicConstraints' critical extension field 
as defined in RFC 2459 must be present and set to true else the certificate may not be used during validating 
client certificates and as a result client certificate authentication and/or realm & role level client side certificate 
restrictions may fail. 

  
 

The NSM schema for this software version will be published.   
 

General NSM Limitations 

1. If there is a mismatch between software catalog build version and release build version on the device, upgrading 
the device using NSM will not work 
 
For example, 6.5R3 schema was published using build 15215 (software catalog version), but subsequently, 
6.5R3.1 was released with build 15255.  In this case, NSM will not recognize build 15255 as a valid upgradable 
release.  However, if device is manually upgraded to build 15255, since there were no additional schema 
changes, the device should still be manageable via NSM.    
(523868) 

 
Best Practices for FIPS Devices 
 

1. Do not import a previously exported system config since it might contain a corrupted FIPS keystore database. If 
you must import an older system config, the option “Import Device Certificate(s)” must be unchecked when 
importing.  
 

2. After upgrading to 6.5R2 it is strongly recommended that the system config be exported to take a back up of 
FIPS keystore database. The newly created system config will contain a clean FIPS keystore database. 
 

3. After upgrading to 6.5R2, in case the admin console reports a “FIPS disassociated” state, go into serial console 
and reload the FIPS keystore database (Option 9 -> Sub-option 1). 

 

 



Known issues/Limitations in 7.0R9 

The known issues below apply to all 7.0-based releases unless otherwise specified. 

1. Users are unable to authenticate to SA when using Email Proxy. (696544) 
 

Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R9 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 

1. aaa-ace - In RSA ACE authentication, if the user lingers on the new pin and next token pages, the authentication 
process might fail. (584002) 

 
2. cs-nc-enduser - If user session times out while Network Connect is in continuous reconnect mode, NC might 
return Error 23791 when the network connection becomes available. (598805) 

 
3. cs-nc-enduser – If SA is upgraded, the previous version of Credential Provider on Windows 7, displays an error 
message to install new NC version but NC mini browser does not auto-launch after the user logs on to the computer. 
(667800) 

 
4. cs-nc-enduser - LogOffOnConnect preferences are not carried over from the previous version. (682630) 
 
5. cs-wsam-admin - To reduce number of policies in WSAM policy framework, WSAM destination server list for 
role-based ACLs facilitates multiple lines to be added. (526728) 
 
6. endpointintegrity-admin-ui - Clicking the table header links in the Remediation section of the Host Checker Policy 
-> Antivirus rule page can result in the page not being displayed. (679298) 
 
7. endpointintegrity-custom-check – Host Checker custom check for process with checksum validation fails on 
Windows XP x64 version. (697422) 
 
8. endpointintegrity-ees - EES installation will fail if the SSL certificate installed on the SA has certain 
characteristics. (704082) 
 
9. endpointintegrity-tncc - HC policies that include certificate checks can lead to a process memory leak and cause an 
interruption in services. (678222, 690718) 
 
10. meeting-series-javaclient - Java detection problem with Firefox 7.0.1 prevents starting of Secure Meeting or Host 
Checker clients (695829) 
 
11. system-digital-cert - Intermediate CA certificate renewal does not apply until restart service or reboot. (703986) 
 
12. web-ive-toolbar - In IVE toolbar, when session counter is enabled, the label displayed in French browser is not 
translated properly. (692622) 
 
13. web-other - Issue with client side rewriting of incomplete HTML tags. (700464) 

 
14. web-other - Browse button is not displayed while accessing Sharepoint 2010 through re-write (704546) 
 
15. web-other - Fixed a javascript rewriter issue related to the ACTION attribute in a FORM. (705426) 
 
16. web-sso - NTLM authentication doesn't happen for a specific user when the user enters the credentials in the 
intermediation window (684845) 
 
17. web-sso - Basic SSO is not working when specifying multiple variables to construct the username. (700470) 
 
18. web-supportedapps - IE crashes after sending emails with attachment for Lotus Inotes 8.5.2 (680149) 
 



19. win-term-svcs-enduser - Multi-byte language name application does not launch for Citrix terminal services. 
(702389) 
 
20. win-term-svcs-resource-profiles - Read-Only Administrator is unable to see configured "Connect Devices" 
options under Terminal Services Resource Profile Bookmark. (689815) 

 
 

Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R8.1 Release 
 
1. aaa-active-directory  - During any one of the following operations on the IVE, if there are multiple users 

authenticating against the AD server  then the machine password stored on the IVE can be different from the one 
stored on the AD server causing role mapping that is based on AD groups to fail for some users: 

 
a. Restart of services.  

 
b. Upgrading or rebooting the IVE. 

 
c. Failover from primary DC to backup DC 

 
d. Clicking on “Test Account” in the AD server configuration page. (693968, 694089) 

 
 

2. In some instances, smbserver process might crash. (579389) 
 

 

Known issues/Limitations in 7.0R8 

The known issues below apply to all 7.0-based releases unless otherwise specified. 

1.    aaa-active-directory - If the computer name in the AD server configuration is changed while multiple users are      
logging into the system then role mapping based on AD groups can begin to fail for some users. The login failures 
are reported in the user access logs as “Login failed.  Reason: No Roles”. (710066) 
 
2. When using OWA 2003 with a Japanese regional setting, the folder view and preview pane are not rendered 

correctly. From 7.0R3 onwards, a filter can be used to address this issue. (524861) 
 

Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R8 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 

1. aaa-custom-sign-in - IVE doesn't display correct RADIUS challenges to password change requests. (660415) 
 
2. cs-nc-enduser - When user clicks the 'Sign-out' button on the webpage, while NC is running, the NC service get 
'Session Timeout' message from the server. (659242) 
 
3. cs-nc-other - UDP packets with TOS bits set were not sent to NC virtual adapter. (555240) 

4. cs-wsam-admin - To reduce number of policies in WSAM policy framework, WSAM Destination Server list for 
role-based ACLs facilitates multiple lines to be added. (526728) 
 
5. endpointintegrity-opswat - Host checker always fails an Anti-spyware check for Microsoft Security Essentials. 
(605368) 
 
6. endpointintegrity-svw - IE8 with Google toolbar installed crashes inside Secure Virtual Workspace. (670872) 
 
7. meeting-series-other - The secure meeting compatibility message is incomplete when the localization on the IVE is 
selected as German. (667247) 



 
8. pulse-other - VPN on demand fails for iPhone when WSAM and terminal services are disabled on the role. 
(659719) 
 
9. system-i18n - For LDAP auth, if realm option "Maximum number of sessions per user" is lowered, the next user to 
login sees "Invalid Username/Password" and logs incorrectly show "Login rejected due to internal error". (598787) 
 
10. system-other - Syslog traffic is not going through the management port when the port is enabled. (610866) 
 
11. system-other – User session in cache is not getting deleted even if persistent data is not configured for the 
user.(678112) 
 
12. ui-enduser – In some instances terminal services session bookmarks take a long time to display on SA homepage. 
(664815) 
 
13. web-other – Check-in from Local drafts folder is not working with SharePoint 2007 through the rewriter. 
(607567) 
 
14. web-other - Through rewriter print option does not work in SQL Server Reporting Services web application. 
(659910) 
 
15. web-other - The JavaScript rewriting of location.pathName does not work in some instances. (662995) 
 
16. web-other - JavaScript error while loading a customer application in IE. (664675) 

17. web-other - Admin UI takes long time to display profiles when there are more than 300 terminal service profiles. 
(665331) 
 
18. web-other - Urls containing certain HTML decimal codes are not rewritten properly. (669388) 
 
19. web-other - Unable to download a PDF file through PTP because the content-disposition header is being 
removed. (669765) 
 
20. web-other - User gets Permission denied error while accessing CKEditor through Rewriter. (688023) 
 
21. web-pdf - While accessing pdf files created by PDFCreater version 0.9.3, the rewriter crashes. (580418) 
 
22. web-ptp-other - When a web resource is accessed through PTP, complete data is not getting sent in the POST 
request. (664333) 
 
23. web-sso - In some instances NTLM SSO fails. (513537) 
 
24. web-webproxy - POST request fails when using authentication proxy and data size is over 4096 bytes. (669656) 
 
25. win-term-svcs-enduser - Japanese file names for Citrix Listed Applications under the Terminal Sessions are 
incorrect. (680804) 
 
26. win-term-svcs-other - Client detection does not happen correctly with Citrix WI 5.2+ on Mac and WI 5.4 on 
Windows. (682251) 

 

Known issues/Limitations in 7.0R7 

The known issues below apply to all 7.0-based releases unless otherwise specified. 

1. When using OWA 2003 with a Japanese regional setting, the folder view and preview pane are not rendered 
correctly. From 7.0R3 onwards, a filter can be used to address this issue. (524861) 

 



Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R7 Release 

 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 

1. aaa-active-directory - Users occasionally get "Internal Server Error" while opening Sign-in Page when realm 
configure is based on the AD server. (561350) 

 
2. aaa-active-directory - If account password between DCs is out of sync, it can cause login failure for users. 

(579423) 
 
3. aaa-custom-sign-in - There is duplicated text in the Korean translation of PasswordExpiration.html. (596814) 
 
4. aaa-ldap - Saving of LDAP server instance results in “Invalid base DN or Filter” error message when referral 

response is received from the server. This error message has been changed to “Verification leads to Referrals, 
Base DN and Filter cannot be verified” (559963) 

 
5. aaa-ldap - LDAP users are unable to change password when the password contains special Swedish characters. 

(600901) 
 
6. aaa-radius - In A/P and A/A clusters, Radius accounting of Network Connect packets is inaccurate if the user's 

session fails over from one to the other, or a user session is ended by other node than the one the user is being 
served by. (612740) 

 
7. aaa-realm-authrestric - Simulation of role mapping based on custom expression for date incorrectly uses IVE's 

system time instead of the variable in the simulation query. (606606) 
 
8. cifs-bookmarks - File bookmarks will now appear when selected with 'only under the FB section'. (589886) 
 
9. cifs-other - While doing UNIX/NFS file browsing delete button is not shown when only one file or folder exists 

in the directory. (604219) 
 
10. cs-jsam-enduser - JSAM tool fails with Windows 7 Japanese client images. (602260) 
 
11. cs-nc-acls - NC ACL with specific port number or with range of port numbers (eg: 

protocol://ipaddress:portnumber, protocol://ipaddress:prange1-prange2,) does not work with fragmented IP 
packets from client or backend server. (590765) 

 
12. cs-nc-enduser - Users are prompted twice for credentials to re-sign in after signing out of the NC standalone 

MAC client. (584992) 
 
13. cs-nc-enduser - Network connect and 4G connection fails with Sprint USB internet card in 4G mode. (590314) 
 
14. cs-nc-install-upgrade - Launching NC gives error in Windows XP SP2 if PUBLIC system environment variable 

is set to a folder that is not present. (595200) 
 
15. cs-nc-other - When DPE is enabled, any NC access changes triggered by an HC compliance change causes the 

NC tunnel to switch from ESP transport mode to SSL transport mode. (542767) 
 
16. cs-nc-other - If the upgrade of NC on Mac OS X is interrupted then the installed version of NC disappears. 

(584633) 
 
17. cs-wsam-enduser - FTP transfers of large files occasionally fails through WSAM. (600743) 
 
18. cs-wsam-install-upgrade - Client not resolving DNS through WSAM destination mode (573726) 
 
19. endpointintegrity-custom-check - Host Checker policy for file check fails with Japanese file names. (589057) 
 



20. log-upload-admin – The client logs are now imported successfully across the IVE OS upgrades. (573242) 
 
21. meeting-series-other - If the hostname under Network -> Overview is changed, the SECURE MEETING 

notification email might sometimes refer to the previously entered host name. (606801) 
 
22. msp-vlan - IVS is routing the http and activesync traffic via the internal port instead of VLAN port when VLAN 

port is set as default internal port. (610471) 
 
23. system-i18n - Specific Korean characters in realm names are not displayed correctly in the active user’s page. 

(594423) 
 
24. system-other - If the IVE is configured for OCSP checking of client certificates and if the OCSP response is 

signed with a Responder Signer Certificate that has Revocation Checking enabled then the client certificate 
authentication will fail. (559743) 

 
25. system-other - Setting Syslog server hostname used to restart the network services when DNS server was 

unreachable. (569090) 
 
26. system-other - The System Config Import option messages are now modified to match the expected behavior. 

(597726) 
 
27. system-time - Erroneous NTP messages are logged when the update interval is small. (574572) 
 
28. uac-other - Sign-In Notification Page does not display when user signs in with empty user-agent string. (582784) 
 
29. web-java-sun-jvm - The Java rewriter fails if more than 20 jar files are listed in the archive list. (600980) 
 
30. web-other - Rewriting of Microsoft Ajax method _createScriptElement does not work. (583120) 
 
31. web-other - User is unable to download xls file through rewriter for particular customer application. (584685) 
 
32. web-other - When root CA or intermediate cert imported into IVE uses SHA2 algorithm HTTPS from the rewrite 

server process to an HTTPS web server will result in an SSL certificate warning for the end user. (593644) 
 
33. web-other - The Search option for the ATG Business control center web application was working incorrectly 

through rewriter. (593921) 
 
34. web-other - Digitally signed attachments in OWA2010-SP1 doesn't work via Rewriter. (594651) 
 
35. web-other - File links/urls in OWA email with upper case letters doesn't work via rewriter. (595171) 
 
36. web-other - Rewriter issue (parsing issue with 'return' keyword) while accessing the customer's web application. 

(598281) 
 
37. web-other - An issue with Rewriting of script tag with the XSL rewriting. (600886) 
 
38. web-other - Rewriter issue with Export of Excel file from a graph for a customer specific application. (601426) 
 
39. web-other - The src attribute content is not getting rewritten correctly If the value of the src attribute of an iframe 

tag is empty. (602430) 
 
40. web-other - Rewriter issue with location.search. (603460) 
 
41. web-sso - When using Kerberos SSO, IVE is sending Kerberos requests and DNS queries to the wrong Domain 

Controller. (590186) 
 
42. web-sso - Authentication through the rewriter is broken if user belongs to a large number of AD groups. 

(592168) 



 
43. web-sso - When accessing CTS with custom ICA file and SSO enabled scroll bar displayed when window is 

minimized and Restored. (606602) 
 
44. web-supportedapps - Unable to upload attachment to email in iNotes 8.5.2 with Active X. (601323) 
 
45. web-supportedapps - When using OWA 2003 with a Japanese regional setting, the folder view and preview pane 

are not rendered correctly. From 7.0R3 onwards, a filter can be used to address this issue. (609191) 
 
46. win-term-svcs-policies - Installed Java RDP applet is not launching when a WTS policy is on top of the page list. 

(610683) 
 

47. win-term-svcs-admin - A new administrator option 'Deny single sign-on for sessions added by user' is added 
under User Roles->Terminal Services->Options which disables SSO for user-added sessions, if enabled. But it 
does not clear the credentials from the system cache. Hence, re-enabling the option will enable SSO for user-
added TS sessions where user had specified credentials.  (663077) 

 

Known issues/Limitations in 7.0R6 

The known issues below apply to all 7.0-based releases unless otherwise specified. 

1. Following AED-Pulse installation or AED-OAC installation, switch over to SA or IC agentless causes AED 
initialization to fail taking the user to remediation page and user is allowed access only after clicking try again. 
(586252) 

 
2. NC Help button in Mac doesn't work with pre sign in notification when NC is launched through short browser. 

(583559) 
 

3. When EES is enabled, a 7.0 base Pulse client doesn’t connect to the 7.1base server and vice versa. (600127) 
 

4. When Shavlik is enabled, a 7.1R1.1 Pulse client doesn’t connect to the 7.0R6 server. (593781) 
 

5. Uploading attachments when sending emails using Activex control in Inotes 8.5.2 doesn’t work. (601323) 
 

6. Calendar entry with attachment does not get saved in iNotes 8.5.2 through Firefox. (601787) 
 

7. Currently, Office 2010 is not supported within SVW. (576499) 
 

8. When using OWA 2003 with a Japanese regional setting, the folder view and preview pane are not rendered 
correctly. From 7.0R3 onwards, a filter can be used to address this issue. (524861) 

 
 

Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R6 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 
 

1. aaa-multisession - Logout message for a user gets logged in the User Access Logs after "Session Timed Out" 

message is logged. (581264) 

2. aaa-realms - When using dual authentication with primary server configured for certificate and the secondary 

LDAP (or other password-based server type) and password restrictions configured for secondary auth server in 

the IVE fails. (579064) 

3. cs-nc-enduser - NC Credential Provider login fails for a domain user logging in for the first time into the client, 

when HostChecker is enabled. (492785) 



4. cs-nc-enduser - The RDP would fail to a Windows 7 client host after the NC tunnel is disconnected. (574357) 

5. cs-nc-enduser - The NC connection was failing due to incorrect parsing of the proxy exceptions list in the client 

browser. (584226) 

6. cs-nc-enduser - Mac OSX users intermittently require two authentication attempts for standalone NC login. 

(593575) 

7. cs-nc-other - There is a small memory leak for each NC tunnel. (568152) 

8. endpointintegrity-liveupdate - Intermittent errors while downloading the AV and Shavlik data from 

download.juniper.net. (565729) 

9. meeting-series-enduser - When using Secure Meeting on Vista/Windows 7 (x64 and x32) and IE 8 (32-bit), a 

warning may be seen that the "application must be started through a browser" if the application takes >10 

seconds to start. (535507) 

10. sysmgmt-snmp - IVE used to return incorrect interface statistics due to an erroneous file read operation. (573573)  

11. system-digital-cert - CRL download messages are not properly displayed in the event log. (573091) 

12. system-other - Incomplete downloads of anti virus definition update files are not deleted from the IVE. (572743) 

13. uac-other - During AD authentication if a role mapping rule is based on UserGroup membership, a memory leak 

may occur. (569780) 

14. virtual-desktop-end-user - In SVW, a web page may sometimes get garbled. (578485) 

15. virtual-desktop-end-user - Avaya IP agent doesn't launch inside SVW. (581758) 

16. web-flash - Popup error is displayed when accessing a specific flash website through the rewriter. (564739) 

17. web-other - Japanese Google home page is not being rewritten correctly through the NTT i-mode phone. 

(588688) 

18. web-other - Directory is getting replaced by 'https' when accessing a particular page from a web application 

through the rewriter. (589423) 

19. web-pdf - While accessing pdf files created by PDFCreater version 0.9.3, the rewriter crashes. (580418) 

20. web-supportedapps Lotus iNotes 8.5.1 in Firefox does not work through the rewriter. (586284) 

21. web-supportedapps - Lotus iNotes 8.5.2 in Firefox does not work through the rewriter. (555737)  

22. win-term-svcs-other - Unable to access a Citrix application if the application name contains a "+". (593343) 

23. win-term-svcs-policies - Connection to a Citrix server on a custom port of 1493 fails when SSO is enabled for 

that particular profile. (577932) 

24. fips-other - Scakiod process is restarted when generating a snapshot. (506945) 

25. web-supportedapps - Users get HTTP 400 error while accessing ibm inotes through rewriter. (596524) 
 

Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R5.1 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 
 

1. asg-endpointintegrity-others – When Shavlik patch assessment is configured, the associated files do not get 

downloaded to the client machine, so the policy fails and end users will not be able to login. (572301) 
 

Known issues/Limitations in 7.0R5 



1. Following AED-Pulse installation or AED-OAC installation, switch over to SA or IC agentless causes AED 
initialization to fail taking the user to remediation page and user is allowed access only after clicking try again. 
(586252) 

 
2. NC Help button in Mac doesn't work with pre sign in notification when NC is launched through short browser. 

(583559) 
 
Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R5 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 
 

1. aaa-ace - Re-entering of a valid PIN after an invalid attempt is not getting accepted during ACE authentication. 

(566976) 

2. aaa-client-cert - Under heavy load, client certificate logging in the user access logs might log the source IP as 

127.0.0.1. (567282) 

3. aaa-delegatedadmin - Role mapping rules under a realm include roles that are denied access for a delegated 

admin. (578881) 

4. aaa-other - Passing a NULL to token replace enumerator leads to a crash. (566510) 

5. aaa-other - For OTP authentication, following log out, navigation to the sign-in page goes to the OTP 

authentication page instead of to the welcome.cgi page. (568559) 

6. aaa-other - Order of relams is lost in signing pages while editing a sign in URL. (575967) 

7. aaa-radius - The cache journal is being frequently filled up by RADIUS accounting, freezing cache access 

momentarily. (578310) 

8. aaa-sign-in-pages - HTML string instead of the message of a custom sign-in page is displayed on a restricted 

browser. (571114) 

9. clustering-active-passive - Both the nodes in the Active/Passive cluster constantly change the state and think that 

they are leaders when more than 100 routes are configured. (548407) 

10. cs-nc-enduser - NC on MAC gets disconnected when switching between wired and wifi connections although 

roaming is enabled. (546545) 

11. cs-nc-enduser - NC crashes on Macbook air platforms. (569681) 

12. cs-nc-enduser - On Mac OSX, Standalone NC does not save the sign-in URL after upgrading NC. Note that the 

fix for this PR is in the "upgrade from" code, not the "upgrade to" code.  So if you are upgrading NC from a fixed 

version, and you manually enter a URL, the URL will populate automatically after upgrade. (574114) 

13. cs-nc-other - NC Help button in Mac Network Client doesn't work in the user login page. (544335) 

14. endpointintegrity-ees - AED fails to initialize after pulse is installed. (551613) 

15. endpointintegrity-others - Certain restricted contents of the IVE can be downloaded by the client due to improper 

validation of a cgi file. (572301) 

16. sysmgmt-snmp - The help text is now modified properly for the iveLogsFull/iveLogsNearlyFull traps. (561372) 

17. system-other - Extra bond interfaces being created even when they are not used. (565030) 

18. system-other - SA sends improper SNMP traps for OCSP. (574598) 

19. virtual-desktop-end-user - Issues with Citrix connectivity due to short name being used for creation of virtual 

directory. (566043) 

20. virtual-desktop-end-user - Users are unable to launch Control Panel from SVW on Windows 7. (567817) 



21. virtual-desktop-other - SVW Custom application list is not working properly in Windows 7. (575270) 

22. web-java-sun-jvm - Improper re-writing of URL containing quotes causes JAVA applet of Business Objects 

InfoView (BO 11 R2) application to not load. (565616) 

23. web-other - Java applet does not load due to improper re-writing of multiple class-paths defined in the manifest. 

(532646) 

24. web-other - A cookie is not getting expired when user logs in/logs out from IVE. (543093) 

25. web-other - Problem with rewriter not displaying certain HTML and gif image for customer application on IE. 

(560109) 

26. web-other - Incorrect truncation of a swf url with spaces leads to an assert. (563704) 

27. web-other - Rewriter has issues handling "Refresh: 'url=#' ". (567957) 

28. web-pdf - Links inside a PDF file is not getting rewritten correctly. (568994) 

29. web-selective-rewrite - Rewriter issue with word webfile cab/activex. (569022) 

30. clustering-other - A cluster under very high memory usage might see the spread process fail. (530397) 
 

 
Known issues/Limitations in 7.0R4 

1. Under heavy load, client certificate logging in the user access logs might log the source IP as 127.0.0.1 (551217) 

 
Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R4 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 

 

1. aaa-admin - Meeting schedule is listed in GMT time zone regardless of the local machine's time zone. (556643) 

2. aaa-cdl - Configuration of the SAML auth server can lead to an unsuccessful XML Import or XML export. 

(558220) 

3. aaa-ldap - Null value is logged for LDAP server in the users log when the LDAP server is not reachable. 

(544970) 

4. aaa-xml-import-export - XML export would alter the condition from “is-not” to “is” if it were used in a role 

mapping rule. (556202) 

5. cs-nc-enduser - NC Bandwidth control policy doesn't work when the user logs in and launches NC with cluster 

VIP. (472355) 

6. cs-nc-enduser - In some instances, when there are multiple interfaces, NC sets its own interface's MTU 

incorrectly. (528745) 

7. cs-nc-enduser - Standalone NC doesn't redirect from http to https on a MAC machine and throws an error 

message. (545559) 

8. cs-nc-enduser - Launching NC on windows 7 machine is slow because of the DNS stop and start attempts. 

(559984) 

9. cs-nc-enduser - In Firefox, a new tab/window remains open when starting/stopping NC from an IVE which 

pushes proxy setting to the client browser. (561709) 

10. cs-nc-i18n - When NC GINA is used in Japanese Windows Vista, the login screen and error message are garbled. 

(541176) 



11. cs-nc-other - HC updates do not work in Linux  causing user session to terminate prematurely. (541129) 

12. cs-wsam-enduser - Upgrade of WSAM for restricted user throws error while un-installation but uninstall and re-

installs proceeds regardless. (544582) 

13. endpointintegrity-install - HC fails to install on German, Italian, Spanish Windows mobile 6.5 device. (558663) 

14. endpointintegrity-loginflow - Machine certificate check is failing when there is a comma present in the CA's CN 

field. (549640) 

15. endpointintegrity-others - On a PC that doesn't have Java or ActiveX, during postauth configuration, if user does 

not click the yellow pop-up to download HC through Active X, the page does not re-direct to download page and 

user needs to clear cookies to allow HC to download. (508687) 

16. logging-archiving - Archiving fails for long hostnames. (541737) 

17. logging-archiving - FTP archiving fails with IVS having special characters. (559442) 

18. logging-syslog - When syslog is enabled, large changes done on the admin UI are not getting reported via syslog. 

(565630) 

19. pulse-installer - Host Checker is not part of minimal pre-configured Junos Pulse msi package. (558108) 

20. sysmgmt-pushconfig - Empty string value where a string is expected might cause the push config to fail. 

(534319) 

21. system-cdl - XML import into a cluster will fail if the XML file contains multiple enabled VLANs. (553381) 

22. system-licensing - License page does not display user counts correctly. (563228) 

23. system-other –When upgrading to 7.0r4, the following changes will be seen: 

If the time zone before the upgrade is "(GMT) Casablanca, Monrovia", it will now be "(GMT) Monrovia,

 Reykjavik". 

If the time zone before the upgrade is "(GMT+05:30) Calcutta, Chennai, Mumbai, New Delhi", it will now be 

"(GMT+05:30) Kolkata, Chennai, Mumbai, New Delhi". 

There is a new time zone for "(GMT) Coordinated Universal Time”. 

There is a new time zone for "(GMT) Casablanca" (531939) 

24. system-other - TCPDUMP, stops capturing packets after running for a few minutes. (551271) 

25. system-other - When last login option is enabled incorrect value is displayed in the user's bookmark. (554091) 

26. system-other - Intermediate and root certificates do not get appended for device certificate for IVS assigned to 

virtual interface. (560681) 

27. system-other - During system reboot, holding "spacebar" affects the boot up process. (563117) 

28. web-flash - Rewriter does not rewrite certain flash tags that are generated in javascript (550834) 

29. web-javascript - Issue in java script rewriter. (555063) 

30. web-other - Google search fails when using IE7. (545702) 

31. web-other - mhtml is now rewritten appropriately to eliminate a warning message. (547050) 

32. web-other - Issue VB rewriter. (547409) 

33. web-other - When an unexpected token is encountered, the java script rewriting fails. (548974) 

34. web-other - Issue in the Firefox javascript rewriter. (553010) 

35. web-other - Not prompted for certificate the Active Sync URL is accessed through External physical port. 

(553273) 

36. web-other - Issue with rewriter where it does not load the X-ray images for Xero Viewer Application. (554181) 

37. web-other - Rewriter fails when the HTML/javascript content contains UTF-8 BOM. (554790) 



38. web-other - CSS rewriter does not parse correctly if the URL contains spaces. (565479) 

39. web-ptp-supportapps - Activesync 'direct push' does not work as expected through IVE, when Windows Mobile 

device sleeps for longer than the HTTP connection timeout. (552898) 

40. web-selective-rewrite - XML HTTP rewriter has a parsing error if the URL starts with // (550486) 

41. web-sso - Constrained delegation fails if the client name contains a space. (564127) 

42. web-supportedapps - In OWA, hyperlink present in the body of a message is not rewritten. (528148) 

43. web-supportedapps - OWA 2010 SP1 does not work through the rewriter. (550925) 

44. win-term-svcs-other - WTS window is being launched in the background after installing WSAM. (536121) 

45. win-term-svcs-resource-profiles - Unable to access the Citrix listed applications in a folder with '\' in the 

beginning of the folder name configured on a Citrix server. (556089) 

46. win-term-svcs-resource-profiles - In some configurations, there is a noticeable space gap between the CTS and 

WTS bookmarks. (556097) 

47. Manual WINS server settings are not being properly passed from the IVE to the client. (565283) 
 

Known issues/Limitations in 7.0R3 

1. If you use NSM to update a URL for a manually configured CDP, you will get unpredictable results. Until this 
issue is fixed, update the URL on the device. (552725) 

2. It takes the Kerberos SSO if login to IVE with AD user when there is not SSO policy and Kerberos is disabled 
under the General tab. (542589) 

3. Western European Encoding: Kerberos SSO occurs if user logs into the IVE with AD user when there is no SSO 
Policy and Kerberos is disabled in the General tab. (558920)  

4. OWA 2010 critical error with Firefox v.368 browser. (550925) 

 
Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R3 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 
 

1. aaa-admin - Primary auth succesful messages not generating when we login with Admin user (534820) 

2. aaa-cdl - While importing rules for newly added Ad group via XML export/inport, the action on update for realm 
object was not getting triggered (531043) 

3. aaa-realm-authrestric - Source ip restriction configured at realm level is not logged under user access logs 
(534879) 

4. aaa-realms - Scroll bar for role mapping rules is missing, when delegated admins log in using IE. (538220) 

5. cifs-other - Error, "There are no servers available in this workgroup", can be seen during browsing of specific 
domain in Windows 2008. (532891) 

6. clustering-active-passive - Failover of VIP doesn't happen when nodes of cluster are upgraded separately. 
(539379) 

7. cs-nc-cdl - NC on FIPS device fails to launch when proxy is enabled (551076) 



8. cs-nc-enduser - NC session is closed immediately on Linux machine when route monitoring is enabled on the 
IVE and a route to the default gateway is added in the client machine. (494672) 

9. cs-nc-enduser - Both the radio buttons for Standard Log and Detailed Log gets selected when user moves 
between tabs in Network Connect Client. (512483) 

10. cs-nc-enduser - "Automatically Detect Proxy Settings" does not get restored on Windows-7 after Network 
Connect disconnects. (521148) 

11. cs-nc-enduser - NC fails to launch when windows login user name contains German umlaut (536563) 

12. cs-nc-enduser - MAC's standalone NC client window does not re-size when error message due to incorrect 
secondary username/password is displayed. (537630) 

13. cs-nc-enduser - Upgrade of standalone Network Connect client doesn't happen, when "Automatic Detect" is 
enabled in the Proxy settings of Safari. (538939) 

14. cs-nc-enduser - NCLauncher fails if the CN contains comma in the client certificate and it fails if it contains a 
special character quotes. (539702) 

15. cs-nc-enduser - DSSignalProxy.panic caught signal 11 on MAC when NC downloads a pac file larger than 1024 
bytes (552283) 

16. cs-nc-other - Credential provider is disabled after logging in as a local administrator. (513652) 

17. cs-nc-other - Video Over IP Performance is poor via Network Connect in ESP transport mode. (523639) 

18. cs-wsam-other - HostExplorer application does not work through WSAM. (536758) 

19. cs-wsam-other - Unable to launch WSAM on Windows mobile 6.1 running latest IE version. (541264) 

20. endpointintegrity-custom-check - HC file check in <%windir%>\system32\ location fails for windows 7 64 bit 
machines (525214) 

21. endpointintegrity-install - Host Checker fails to install on Windows Mobile 6.0 FRA. (529869) 

22. endpointintegrity-loginflow - User sees "not allowed to login" on PC that has passed HC policy only moments 
before. (544911) 

23. endpointintegrity-others - Host Checker connection control policy disables DHCP renew. (409125) 

24. endpointintegrity-remediation - Reason strings are incorrectly displayed in Japanese. (505503) 

25. logging-admin - Changing System Local Auth server name is NOT traced in admin access log (542334) 

26. meeting-series-enduser - Secure meeting does not start for a user having >80 characters for username. (533501) 

27. msp-ivs - IVS DNS lookups sent to root DNS server in error. (537081) 

28. pulse-other - Pulse UI alerts valid wildcard certificates as untrusted. (540041) 

29. sysmgmt-config-import-export - Applying an update device via NSM overwrites CRL timestamps. (540171) 

30. sysmgmt-dmi-agent - Deleting Active session with DMI is giving a ?missing-element? error in RPC reply 
message. (529003) 

31. sysmgmt-dmi-agent - DMI session not re-established when the DMI channel breaks. (543431) 



32. system-digital-cert - Trusted CA Certificate import was missing certificates since the server certificate were 
being identified by subject attribute. (531571) 

33. system-other - Intermittent DNS failures resulting in "Unable to resolve hostname error (560388) 

34. web-flash - Rewrite snapshot keep on generating since there was a memory overflow when adding elements to 
info array during embed tag (524267) 

35. web-java-sun-jvm - The reports of InfoVista are not getting loaded properly. (523543) 

36. web-other - Re-writer was not sending portnumber in host header in redirect for particular customer server for 
Authorization only signin URL that maps to backend server. (534065) 

37. web-other - There was problem with rewriter displaying shimdata.cgi contents when try to access client 
application in firefox since we were rewriting MIME type when argument was equal to 3. (534644) 

38. web-other - Rewrite issue with XSL file. (535452) 

39. web-other - Form POST authentication keeps prompting and never allows the user to get inside the portal during 
rewriting. (536882) 

40. web-other - Certain cookies are not being passed to the backend server by the IVE during rewriting. (538565) 

41. web-other - There was a problem with rewriter in rewriting OBJECT/APPLET combined tags. (541701) 

42. web-other - URL's under submenu's are not being rewritten. (545180) 

43. web-other - Comments with-in the source code of the framed toolbar is seen when a user logs in and access a 
bookmark on the IVE where PTP is configured (547369) 

44. web-other - Cookies are not getting cleared when user re-logs in and persistent session is enabled. (551307) 

45. web-selective-rewrite - Customer's web server URLs are not rendered correctly. (543208) 

46. web-sso -  Western European encoding characters are not properly authenticating through Kerberos, NTLM, and 
Basic.When using AD authentication, Kerberos SSO occurs with no SSO policy, Kerberos and NTLM not 
enabled in the general tab, an intermediation page will not be displayed for regular users or encoding users (PRs 
558920 & 542589). 

When using LDAP authentication, Kerberos SSO occurs with no SSO policy, Kerberos and NTLM not enabled 
in the general tab and a encoding policy, an intermediation page will not be displayed for regular or encoding 
users (PR 558920). Please note there is a work around to the issue with LDAP.  The work around being to not 
use an encoding policy. (483077)   

47. SSO is not working with Large POST.  (516934) 

48. web-sso - Basic Auth SSO does not work when <userattr.userPrincipalName> is used as the username variable. 
(538270) 

49. web-supportedapps - When using OWA 2003 with a Japanese regional setting, the folder view and preview pane 
are not rendered correctly. (524861) 

50. win-term-svcs-acls - WTS or CTS does not launch from IE8 32 bit browser. (550414) 

51. win-term-svcs-other - Users not be able to launch the premium RDP applet, despite licenses being  available. 
(552286) 



52. 2048-bit CSR support is added for SA4000FIPS and SA6000FIPS platforms. 

Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 7.0R2 Release 

The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 
 
1. aaa-active-directory - Group membership checks fail. (527878) 

 
2. aaa-client-cert – The valid CRL was not passed to secondary auth server when primary LDAP authentication 

fails. (522141) 
 

3. aaa-local - Entry of a user is present in xml export even after deletion of the user from WebUI if username is 
created in the xml and if it contains capital letters. (489917) 

 
4. aaa-passwd-mgmt-nt-ad - The message logging is incorrect even when the password change is successful by an 

AD user. (518336) 
 

5. aaa-realms - Unsuccessful attempts of Admin login from different Source IP being recorded in the User access 
Logs when source IP restriction is applied on admin role. (502346) 

 
6. aaa-realms - The role mapping rule with 'is not' did not work with multiple usernames. (516822) 

 
7. aaa-roles - NC was not auto-launching after session/idle timeout. (519829) 

 
8. aaa-roles - The User Admin functionality did not work for AD authenticated users. (520350) 

 
9. aaa-sign-in-pages – After changing of password, i-mode users get redirected to default sign-in URL. (525683) 

 
10. aaa-sign-in-pages – After login to a Siteminder Agent, when an user logs into a non-siteminder sign-in page, the 

authentication happens through siteminder instead of the auth server specified for the sign-in page. (532174) 
 

11. clustering-active-passive – If UDP traffic is blocked between the nodes of a cluster but TCP traffic is permitted 
then both the nodes will become the leader and the VIP won’t failover.(489754) 

 
12. clustering-other – When joining into a cluster is enabled through the console and wrong password is provided, 

then the join action fails and hangs the IVE. (518512) 
 

13. cs-jsam-other – JSAM does not launch when UAC is enabled on Vista. (440039) 
 

14. cs-jsam-other – If a user re-logs in before his session expires and re-launches his Citrix session through JSAM 
then a process on the IVE may crash and cause all JSAM sessions to drop. (544711) 

 
15. cs-nc-enduser - The Windows 7 users are unable to login using the smart card credentials for authentication. 

(435417) 
 

16. cs-nc-enduser - The DNS SearchList is not populated correctly with a backup, when the DHCPDomain key is 
missing. (500129) 

 
17. cs-nc-enduser - The user receives less than 1/2 the configured bandwidth management policy. (503756) 

 
18. cs-nc-enduser - The NC launch on Windows 7 is not  happening properly when the DNS service is restarted.  

(505114) 
 

19. cs-nc-enduser - The NC Launcher is unable to recognize resources in foreign language (French, German etc) 
resource files. (509647) 

 
20. cs-nc-enduser - NC reconnect time is slow. (509996) 

 



21. cs-nc-enduser - The route table with conflicting routes are not restored on the Linux client after the NC is 
disconnected. (520071) 

 
22. cs-nc-enduser - The DNS binding for the Windows 7 client running NC on PPP interface is not handled 

properly. (528655) 
 

23. cs-nc-i18n - NC session timeout warning message gets partially garbled when a user logs into the IVE using web 
browser with Japanese locale and launch NC. (511593) 

 
24. cs-nc-other - A performance issue occurs when more users join a multicast stream with NC. (501918) 

 
25. cs-nc-other – NC client would not get the configured IP address when the cache entries were not flushed. 

(513030) 
 

26. cs-nc-other - NC IP address was not cleaned-up when the tunnel setup fails in a certain scenario. (517726) 
 

27. cs-nc-other - The Network connect process may crash when using push config to update a large number of NC 
ACLs. (525561) 

 
28. cs-wsam-i18n - WSAM version info is missing in Japanese Windows OS. (535139) 

 
29. cs-wsam-other - Occasionally applications secured by WSAM may freeze/stall as the communication between 

WSAM client and SA is stalled. (521275) 
 

30. cs-wsam-other – A process crashes and all WSAM users are disconnected when WSAM is launched and UDP 
traffic is sent from the client to the server when the service is unavailable. (524674) 

 
31. cs-wsam-resource-profiles – Users are unable to connect to WSAM destination profile resources on a copied 

role until the role has been removed and added back to the profile. (528503) 
 

32. endpointintegrity-custom-check - HC crashes in linux/suse machines when a process without a name is running. 
(520471) 

 
33. endpointintegrity-ees - EES initializing page text reads malwares instead of malware. (513198) 

 
34. endpointintegrity-ees - End users experienced delay in connection establishment because of EES scan taking 

long time. (522410) 
 

35. endpointintegrity-install - In Windows 2000 HC installation fails if msvcp80.dll is not installed. (516762) 
 

36. endpointintegrity-opswat - HC fails when a policy for SOPHOS 9.0.3 AV virus definition file version is 
configured. (511455) 

 
37. endpointintegrity-others - MAC address check for wireless port fails on Windows Vista and 7 when the wired 

port is not connected. (511946) 
 

38. msp-ivs – In IVS, DNS lookup to secondary DNS is sourced from root IVE’s internal port instead of the IVS’s. 
(535868) 

 
39. sysmgmt-snmp - The UCD-SNMP MIB objects are not properly handled by the IVE. (517050) 

 
40. system-network - Proper error messages are now displayed when a network services are restarted due to changes 

in VLAN configuration. (530840) 
 

41. system-other - During the session timeout, with remainder, when the user tries to re-login, IVE sends 
Authentication requests over the VLAN IP instead of the internal IP. (502342) 

 
42. system-other - Fallback to CRL fails when OCSP connection times out. (509698) 



 
43. system-other - Unable to download 'virus signature and patch management data' as the intermediate CA is 

missing during certificate verification. (530600) 
 

44. system-other - Certificate Attribute "publicKey" was not available to be used in Role Mapping Rules. (533914) 
 

45. system-other - The entire client certificate was not getting logged in the User Access Logs, when it is enabled in 
the User Access Log setting. (533916) 

 
46. virtual-desktop-other - C:\Windows is not displayed in My computer inside SVW while using IE8 (528292) 

 
47. web-flash – Flash rewriter has memory usage issues. (515340) 

 
48. web-flash - There was problem with rewriter not rewriting flash :"embed />" src link. (537940) 

 
49. web-java-sun-jvm - Code signing certificate uploaded to IVE is not used for a particular uploaded JAVA applet. 

(472451) 
 

50. web-javascript - Javascript link from within a web bookmark fails to open on Firefox if the IVE was opened 
initially using an external link with target=_blank. (512901) 

 
51. web-other - When IVS is used and OWA rewrite filter is enabled on root, "Unable to read enabled flag from 

cache for filter" event logs are generated. (494995) 
 

52. web-other - Code change has been done to handle BasicAuth SSO for requests to any extranet site, with large 
POST body. (498843) 

 
53. web-other - Jar file download history is not being recorded in the user access logs. (509670) 

 
54. web-other - Javascript Rewriter has an issue related to window.open calls. (510951) 

 
55. web-other – Rewriting of a POST to target server was failing when "Don't Rewrite:Redirect to target server" 

policy is created.  (513667) 
 

56. web-other – Rewriting of a Class path is not done properly when a specific application is accessed. (517606) 
 

57. web-other - Reposition toolbar does not move when user clicks the arrows button while user using IE 8 is 
accessing web resources which use JavaScript (517623) 

 
58. web-other - Rewriter is unable to handle the expression "https&#58;//". (522566) 

 
59. web-other - Critical error messages were getting logged in the events log when users try to access files/shares on 

a Sun Unified Storage device (7000 series). (525163) 
 

60. web-other - Javascript rewriter issue where popup results in a blank page. (525901) 
 

61. web-other – Rewriting throws an unknown error when custom headers are present. (527211) 
 

62. web-other - In rewriter when the form action is set to "" (empty), it is rewritten to empty.html (528864) 
 

63. web-other - The anonymous requests, with virtual hostnames, are not handled properly by the rewriter. (529603) 
 

64. web-other - The rewriter module stops parsing if it sees “-->” during dynamic js parsing. (530201) 
 

65. web-other – Rewriting of the ORACLE webcenter, version 11.1.2, is not handled properly . (532185) 
 

66. web-other – Rewriting of the ORACLE webcenter, version 11.1.2, containing transparent URLs is not handled 
properly. (533183) 



 
67. web-other – There is an error in the Javascript rewriter related to the getAttributeNode method.(534609) 

 
68. web-other - In the rewriter, IVE is dropping responses if backend web server responds with 401 header without 

a valid WWW-Authenticate header (535247) 
 

69. web-supportedapps – Active sync is not working properly in a certain scenario. (505619) 
 

70. web-supportedapps - Unable view SMIME encrypted mail using OWA 2003. (513916) 
 

71. win-term-svcs-enduser - TS with seamless connection to a remote app on win2008 R2 where it launches two 
simultaneous instances of bookmark is not handled properly. (515975) 

 
72. win-term-svcs-other – The customer specific application Rogers’s online protection is not able to handle a flag 

gracefully and was leading to a crash. (519936) 
 

73. Browser request follow through and externally launched terminal services are not working. (541265) 
 
 
 


